Since the early 1950s when Merton (44) first introduced his "follow-up servo hypothesis" of movement control, the dominant opinion has held that stretch and unloading reflexes function to control the length of a muscle in opposition to changes in mechanical load, thus providing load compensation. In this article I review recent evidence indicating that this notion is wrong, or at least incomplete, and proceed to develop an alternative idea (47) that neither muscle length nor force are regulated as individual variables, but that a property called stiffness (the ratio of force change to length change) is maintained relatively constant by skeletomotor reflexes. This leads to a discussion of the actions of descending motor commands on the segmental system, from which I conclude that these may be much less versatile than was formerly believed.
for and opposition to Matthew's conclusion. The reader may consult two recent studies (34, 54) that support excitation by secondaries and also summarize other studies. The conclusion that the discharge of both primary and secondary endings contributes excitation now seems firmly established, in the opinion of this author. However, the classical inhibitory actions evoked by electrical stimulation, and in some cases by stretch, require further explanation (cf 52).
The pathways from primary and secondary endings are treated commonly in Figure 1 , since both receptors are sensitive to muscle length and both provoke retiex excitation. However, primary endings show an additional sensitivity to the dynamic phase of length change, called dynamic responsiveness, and they also show a much-enhanced sensitivity to small changes in muscle length (42) . Recent studies indicate that both of these special response features of primary endings derive from a common nonlinear property, which is a decreasing sensitivity to length change that occurs whenever the muscle is stretched beyond a certain point (25) . Prior to this study it usually had been assumed that the dynamic response is a velocity response that provides velocity feedback. In fact, the dependence on velocity is both weak and highly nonlinear (53) , and the role of the dynamic component of feedback must be reevaluated (cf 30, 51) .
Two features omitted from the block diagram of the motor servo may have to be added to it in the future. One concerns the motor fibers that send branches to both the main muscle and to spindles, referred to as skeletofusimotor (or beta) fibers. There is now increasing evidence of the importance of skeletofusimotor innervation in mammals as well as lower vertebrates (24) . The other omission concerns feedback to fusimotor neurons, the existence of which has been demonstrated in several laboratories (4, 10, 17, 32) . What remains unclear at present is the specific modality and actual importance of these projections. The incorporation of both of these features into theories of muscle control has been considered elsewhere (28) . Neither modification alters the theoretical conclusion drawn in the next section.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE MOTOR SERVO
The motor servo comprises three closed circuits (Figure 1 ), two neural feedback pathways, and one circuit representing the mechanical interaction between a muscle and its load. One of the feedback pathways, that from spindle receptors, conveys information concerning muscle length, and it follows that this loop will act to keep muscle length constant. The other feedback pathway, that from tendon organs, conveys information concerning muscle force, and it acts to keep force constant.
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In general, it is physically impossible to maintain both muscle length and force constant when external loads vary; in this situation the action of the two feedback loops will oppose each other. For example, an increased load force will lengthen the muscle and cause muscular force to increase as the muscle is stretched out on its length-tension curve. The increased length will lead to excitation of motoneurons, whereas the increased force will lead to inhibition. It follows that the net regulatory action conveyed by skeletomotor output will depend on some relationship between force change and length change and on the strength of the feedback from muscle spindles and tendon organs. A simple mathematical derivation (47) demonstrates that the change in skeletomotor output, the error signal of the motor servo, Should be proportional to the difference between a regulated stiffness and the actual stiffness provided by the mechanical properties of the muscle, where stiffness has the units of force change divided by length change. The regulated stiffness is determined by the ratio of the gain of length to force feedback.
It follows that the combination of spindle receptor and tendon organ feedback will tend to maintain the stiffness of the neuromuscular apparatus at some regulated level. If this level is high, due to a high gain of length feedback and a low gain of force feedback, one could simply forget about force feedback and treat muscle lcagth as the regulated variable of the system. However, if the regulated level of stiffness is intermediate in value, i.e. not appreciably different from the average stiffness arising from muscle mechanical properties in the absence of reflex actions, one would conclude that stiffness, or its inverse, compliance, is the regulated property of the motor servo.
EVIDENCE FAVORING STIFFNESS, RATHER THAN MUSCLE LENGTH, AS THE REGULATED PROPERTY OF THE MOTOR SERVO
For the past several decades most investigators have assumed, either explicitly or implicitly, that the regulated property of the stretch reflex is muscle length, or one of its derivatives such as velocity. The contemporary notion that the stretch reflex is a mechanism for load compensation derives directly from this assumption, since effective length (or velocity) regulation would prevent load changes from appreciably affecting movements or postures.
Recently several authors have reported that the load compensating capabilities of the stretch reflex system are rather modest. In particular, Vallbo (58) has shown, with a calculation based on spindle responses human subjects during voluntarily graded contractions, that the stiffness of the motor servo is rather low. Bizzi, Dev, Morasso & Polit (7) compared load compensation before and after dorsal rhizotomy and found only relatively small differences. Rack (50) has emphasized that muscle mechanical properties can contribute an appreciable amount of stiffness without the assistance of a reflex, and it has been shown that this muscular stiffness may not differ substantially from the stiffness of an intact deeerebrate stretch reflex, at least in some situations (22, 49) .
If the assumption that muscle length is the regulated property of the motor servo were correct, this evidence would indicate that the system is rather ineffective and indeed of minor importance in normal motor control. Another interpretation is that the motor servo is actually designed to regulate stiffness. All of the findings just discussed are compatible with the idea of stiffness regulation, but they provide no direct test of it. Two recent studies, one in the decerebrate cat (47) and the other in normal humans (8), were designed specifically to test the hypothesis of stiffness regulation and to assess its efficacy.
The rationale for these experiments is that the inherent mechanical stiffness of a muscle varies, depending on the amplitude and the direction of length change (33, 47) . Thus, if the function of the motor servo is to regulate stiffness, reflex action should vary to maintain stiffness approximately constant. In the animal experiments reflex action was assessed mechanically, as the difference between a net change in reflex force and the force change attributable to the purely mechanical response of the muscle. In the human experiments reflex action was assessed more indirectly, by the changes in electromyographic (EMG) activity. In both cases, it was found that reflex action is greater during muscle stretch than it is during release, and this difference effectively compensates for an opposite asymmetry in the mechanical response of the unregulated muscle. In the cat experiments the dependence of stiffness on the amplitude of length change was also studied. Muscular stiffness was shown to vary widely and in some instances actually to assume negative values. Although the stiffness of the motor servo was not absolutely constant, the variations were small in comparison with those of the unregulated muscle, which indicated that the regulation of stiffness was quite effective.
Although the results obtained with human subjects were qualitatively similar to those obtained in the decerebrate cat, there were two potentially important differences. Changes in the state of a decerebrate preparation were sometimes accompanied by alterations in reflex stiffness, even when it was assessed at the same initial length and force (46) . These changes must be attributed to extrinsic neural signals that alter gain in the motoservo pathways, and it is notable that such changes could not be demonstrated in the experiments with normal human subjects. The second difference was that the human reflex actions in response to unloading were often in a direction that assisted rather than opposed length change. This observation provides strong evidence against the hypothesis for length regulation, suggests a higher gain of tendon organ feedback in intact man than in decere. brate eat (8), and indicates that the regulated stiffness may be more compliant than the inherent stiffness of the muscle under some circumstances.
The results just described test the efficacy of stiffness regulation when the amplitude and direction of length change are varied. Another test of the theory would be to explore differences in initial force, since muscular stiffness is known to increase in approximate proportion with initial force (47) and effective servo action would be expected to diminish this dependence.
Matthews (39, 40) studied the relation between muscle force and length under a wide range of conditions by applying stretch at a low and constant velocity to the soleus muscle of the decerebrate cat. He showed that the stiffness (the slope of the stretch reflex curves) was low near the threshold of the reflex, increased as the stretch progressed, and then tended to reach a constant value as indicated by a linear relationship between muscle force and length. The dependence of stiffness on initial force has also been assessed from incremental responses to length change, with similar results (31) . The evidence from both of these studies suggests that the stiffness the motor servo remains relatively constant whenever the initial force exceeds approximately 15% of its maximal value, and decreases progressively with lower forces. The latter authors suggested that the more appreciable variation at low initial forces might be accentuated by the presence of a "recruitment nonlinearity," which was postulated to arise from the recruitment of motor units in the order small to large [the size principle (26)]. This factor would compound with the dependence of muscular stiffness on initial force mentioned earlier. The fact that the stiffness of the motor servo depends so little on initial force (in the range 15-100% of maximum) good evidence in support of stiffness regulation.
The relation of stiffness to initial force appears to be similar in humans to that demonstrated in the decerebrate eat, although most of the available measurements were made in the range of low initial forces where stiffness varies most (5, 15, 37).
SIMPLIFIED MODELS OF THE MOTOR SERVO
I now consider how these results relate to more general problems of motor control. Here it is useful to have a summary model of the motor servo that accounts for its net responses to mechanical disturbances and to control signals that may be sent to it from other regions of the central nervous system. Figure 2 shows two alternative models. The simple mechanical analog on the left represents the regulatory actions of the motor servo by a spring of constant stiffness. The solid curve on the right shows an alternative model, expressed as a graph of muscle force versus muscle length.
There are only two basic modes by which higher motor processes might control the motor servo. One involves changing the reference, or set point of the servo, which is analogous to cranking the rack and pinion in Figure  2 , or to the change in threshoM length (dashed curve on the righ0. The other involves changing the gain (or responsiveness) of the servoregulatory loops, and this has an effect analogous to modifying tlle properties of the spring, either changing the spring constant or altering the damping of the system. The dotted curve in Figure 2 illustrates a decrease in stiffness that would occur if the gain of force feedback were increased.
CONTROL OF THE MOTOR SERVO BY HIGHER MOTOR PROCESSES
Pathways descending from the brain to the spinal cord have direct actions on alpha and gamma motoncurons, as well as actions upon intcrncurons in reflex pathways and upon presynaptic terminals (35) . It is sometimes prcsumcd that thc intcrncuronal and prcsynaptic actions arc particularly important in controlling reflex responsiveness and that movcments are controlled instead by direct actions on motoneurons. Certainly, there is now good evidence that movement commands are sent to both skclctomotor and fusimotor neurons (2 I); it is also clcar that rcflcx transmission, as tcstcd www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews electrophysiological techniques, can be altered by descending activity. However, changes in reflex transmission only demonstrate the anatomical convergence of descending and reflex pathways; the normal actions of a convergent circuit might be ones that change the reference of the motor servo by adding to an ongoing input from the periphery (a change in threshold length), rather than ones that alter the gain of the ,reflex pathway (a change in stiffness). This question can only be answered by,studies that employ natural stimuli and as much as possibIe preserve normal activity states of the spinal cord. The decerebrate cat preparation, during ongoing reflex activity, approximates these requirements, but the best tests are made in intact animal and human subjects.
Studies in decerebrate animals in which electrical stimulation mimics motor commands show that these sources of excitatory and inhibitory input simply bias the threshold of the stretch reflex (the alteration in threshold length shown by the dashed curve in Figure 2 ) without appreciably altering its slope (16, 40) . In terms of the analog of the motor servo (Figure 2 ), these actions crank the rack and pinion without altering stiffness. Of course, there is no guarantee that the electrical stimuli used in these studies are actually analogous to normal motor commands.
In experiments with humari subjects it is easy to provoke authentic motor commands by asking the subject to move to a new position, but it is more dit~cult to ascertain that responses to mechanical disturbances applied at that new position are, in fact, purely reflexive. Asatryan and Fel'dman (5) introduced the procedure of instructing their subjects not to intervene voluntarily as a means for obtaining responses to mechanical disturbances that were presumed to be reflexive. Fairly conclusive evidence that this can be accomplished has been given recently by Crago, Houk & Hasan (8) .
Asatryan and Fel'dman (5) showed that when the subject is~asked move to a new initial position the relations between elbow moment and angle, described in an earlier section, are shifted along the abscissa of the torque versus angl~ graph with little additional change in the relation. Fel'dman (15) also demonstrated by mechanical analysis that this shift was accounted for by assuming that the thresholds of the stretch reflexes of the muscles acting about the elbow were biased in the manner discussed above. The effects of altered loads on head movements described recently by Bizzi, Polit & Morasso (6) are also well .accounted for on this basis. Thus, the available evidence indicates that.motor commands alter threshold length, an effect analogous to cranking the rack and pinion of the motoservo analog.
One concludes.that descending motor commands control neither muscle forces nor movements but rather~the threshold length of the spring that characterizes the properties of the,motor servo (the threshold of the stretch reflex). A controlled change in threshold length leads to movement www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews if (or when) the mechanical load yields; if the load is isometric, the same motor command controls the force of contraction. This effect of load on the peripheral outcome of a given central motor command is illustrated in Figure 2 by the three trajectories. The one labeled a corresponds to pulling on an immovable object, b to pulling on a spring, and c to pulling against a constant force load. The absence of load compensation is illustrated by the fact that the length change resulting from the same motor command differs so markedly in the three cases.
ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE FOR THE CONTROL OF MOTOSERVO GAIN
Other types of neural control signals sent by central motor processes might operate by controlling the gain of the reflex loops, which would alter the stiffness that is then regulated by motoservo action. This mode of control could form the efferent mechanism of an adaptive control process in the brain that adjusts the mechanical impedance of the neuromuscular apparatus to match the requirements of the task at hand. A rigid control of muscle length might be desirable in many tasks, while a more compliant system would improve the suspension of the body during locomotion over rough terrain (el 28, 36). Thus, there is reason enough to expect gain control, and, indeed, numerous authors have suggested that it occurs.
Most of the available studies that are thought to demonstrate gain control suffer from technical limitations. Unnatural stimuli and abnormal spinal states have already been mentioned. A second problem is that nonlinearities in the properties of motoservo components can be confused with changes in gain thought to be controlled by a central adaptive mechanism. Although gain variations having this origin may subserve some useful function [e.g. compensation for fatigue, as suggested in (37)], they are of no direct concern to ccntral motor processes, since they cannot bc controlled in any independent fashion but occur in an obligatory manner along with motor commands that control movements. Thc possibility that observed changes in responsiveness result from motoservo nonlinearities is minimized if initial length, force, and motoneuronal output arc held constant while testing for a gain change of central origin.
A. third problem (a special case of the second) arises if the relevant motoncuronal pools are biased below the threshold for motor output, which happcns whenevcr a limb is initially unloaded. The experimenter then loses control over the initial excitability of the motoncurons. Subthreshold changes in excitability produce apparent changes in reflex responsiveness, but these changes can bc duc either to motor commands that do not reach threshold or to control signals that actually change gain. While changes in HOUK responsiveness under passive conditions (e.g. 12, 14) cannot be taken evidence for gain control, they may contribute to the preparedness of a subject for a transition from an inactive to an active state.
A fourth and major problem concerns the admixture of reaction-time movements with motoservo responses. The former are not servoregulatory actions, yet their presence in one response and absence in another might be interpreted (falsely) as the result of a change in motoservo gain. Since the movements are delayed by a reaction time, many authors have simply restricted their analysis to events occurring at times prior to the supposed onset of a reaction. The two disadvantages of this approach are that it neglects later phases of reflex response and it relies heavily on a valid measure of the minimal reaction time. This measure is dit~cult to obtain since reaction times depend upon several parameters, such as the intensity and morality of the stimulus, the number of choices in the task, and the degree of attention and practice (59) . The usual procedure in stretch-reflex studies has been to measure a reaction time to stimuli other than muscle stretch, or to small tendon taps that provoke no appreciable reflex, and to assume that the latency of a reaction in response to a large stretch would be no shorter (e.g. 23, 37, 43) . Unfortunately this is not true.
An alternative procedure has been proposed by Evarts & Granit (12), who suggested that the time at which EMG activity recommences after initially being silenced by an unloading reflex is indicative of the onset of a reaction-time movement ("intended movement" in their terminology). They reported a latency as brief as 70 reset. A potential problem with this method is that an enhancement of EMG activity during unloading might also be explained on the basis of a segmental reflex action (3, 8). Furthermore, the method does not provide a means for studying later (beyond 70 msee) phases of reflex response.
In addition to a delayed onset, reaction-time movements have several special properties useful in distinguishing them from motoservo actions (8). For example, the latency of a reaction becomes longer and more variable when the subject is required to choose between alternative responses, as contrasted with performance in a simple reaction-time task. Also, subjects in a choice-reaction task will occasionally make errors; if the task is appropriately designed, the errors will appear as responses of opposite direction, which are easily detected in movement traces.
Very few studies of adaptive responsiveness meet all of the objections raised in this section; if only those that do are considered (5, 8), one finds no evidence at present that demonstrates an ability of the central nervous system to control the gain of the motor servo in an adaptive manner. This result is surprising since neural mechanisms for gain change are available, as evidenced by authentic alterations that have been observed in reduced animal preparations (46, 52) and that may occur also in human pathology.
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While it is premature to conclude that there are no situations in which normal humans adaptively alter the gain of their motoservo loops, the available evidence does suggest that gain change is not a usual mode of control. Ordinarily the motor servo operates in a rather stereotypic manner when it is brought to action by a central motor command.
EVIDENCE CONCERNING SUPRASPINAL SERVOREGULATORY LOOPS
The recent hypothesis that a supraspinal servo loop is largely responsible for the stretch reflex can be traced to Hammond's (23) observations that the first major temporal component of EMG response to an abrupt stretch has a latency of 50-60 msec and that its amplitude can be influenced by prior instructions. Hammond suggested that this latency is too long to represent segmental reflex action and too short to represent a reaction-time movement. He explained both the latency and the modifiability by proposing a long servo loop that ascends to the brain where a modification of the gain of reflex transmission was supposed to occur. This interpretation of the so-called "long-loop reflex" has been accepted by several subsequent investigators. For example, the same arguments led Phillips (48) to propose that a pathway from primary spindle receptors to cortical area 3a constitutes the afferent limb of a transcortical servo loop that was supposed to provide negative feedback compensation for changes in load. Evarts (11) supported Phil!ips' proposal in reporting that single pyramidal tract neurons in behaving primates responded at short latency to load perturbations, and, later, that the responses of these neurons are subject to the influence of 'set' (13). We now know that reaction times can be as short as 50-60 msec in man (of 29) and even shorter in trained eats (19) . The modifiable aspect of stretch response seems to be accounted for by the versatility of the reaction-time movements superimposed upon motoservo actions (8, 29). It is also well known that the segmental reflex pathways that participate in the operations of the motor servo are both monosynaptic and polysynaptic, and that transmission through these pathways, particularly when natural stimuli are employed, will not necessarily be as rapid as conduction through the monosynaptie pathway (42) .
A second influential observation by Hammond (23) indicated that the monosynaptic component of EMG response is not followed by a large force response. Because of this, and because it was assumed that the later component at 50 msec was unrelated to spinal mechanisms, Hammond suggested that the segmental stretch reflex might be unimportant in man, perhaps being replaced by the supraspinal servo loop with adjustable gain mentioned earlier. This proposal, reinforced by Phillips (48) and by Melvill, Jones Watt (43), has been dit~cult to reconcile with the large body of literature www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews HOUK illustrating the importance of the segmental mechanisms (42) . One should consider first that the size of the stretch reflex response is not an adequate measure of motoservo action, since the response to a load change reflects inhibitory as well as excitatory components. Also, the segmental reflex response in man undoubtedly continues beyond the time of the monosynaptic peak, which only signals its onset.
Some arguments in support of a supraspinal servo loop are independent of the previous criticisms. Evarts (11) pointed out that the initial perturbation response of some pyramidal tract neurons occurs sufficiently early to postulate that it is conducted to spinal motoneurons in advance of the signals that initiate reaction-time movements. This short-duration phase of discharge is sensitive to the direction of the perturbation, whereas a later, longer-lasting phase is sensitive to the direction of the intended movement (14). There is also evidence in support of the assumption that the perturbation-sensitive neurons project to the relevant spinal motoneurons (45) . While this and other evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that a transcortical servo loop contributes to motoservo action, the efficacy of the proposed loop has not been demonstrated, nor has it been compared with the efficacy of segmental pathways.
Marsden, Merton & Morton (38) reported that an early peak in the EMG response to stretch has longer latencies in muscles of the lower limb than in those of the upper limb. They pointed out that this observation is consistent with a supraspinal pathway; however, there are numerous problems associated with the interpretation of EMG peaks. Ghez & Shinoda (18) showed recently that the peaks of longer latency formerly attributed to supraspinal pathways are, in fact, present also in spinalized cats.
Another argument is based on the effects of lesions and cooling of supraspinal structures on stretch reflex function (e.g. I, 56, 57) . The difficulty that changes in motoservo actions can be interpreted in two different ways. They may indicate interference with supraspinal loops or they may reflect a depression or enhancement of purely segmental mechanisms caused by a removal of the normal tonic activity in descending pathways. The latter interpretation is reinforced by the observations that normal stretch reflexes, which disappear after cord transection, are observed in chronic spinal animals and in acute preparations after the administration of 5-HTP or L-DOPA (2, 20). These drugs are known to reverse the generalized depression of spinal reflex transmission caused by interruption of descending pathways.
In an earlier section I compared motoservo actions in decerebrate animals (which appear not to differ from those in spinal animals as mentioned above) with those in normal subjects, and concluded that there is a great deal of similarity between the two. The only major difference is that human www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews motoservo action sometimes assists length change, whereas this has not been observed in the deeerebrate cat preparation. A likely explanation of this difference is that inhibitory feedback from Golgi tendon organs has a higher gain in intact man than in the decerebrate cat (8). While the high gain~ might be attributed to an inhibitory supraspinal loop, a more parsimonious explanation is that the Ib segmental pathway is relatively de-.pressed in the decerebrate, as contrasted with intact animals; moreover, there is independent evidence favoring this interpretation (9, 27, 31).
In summary, it appears likely that the motor servo is in large part a segmental reflex mechanism. If this reflex system does employ supraspinal loops, it is not clear what they add to the servoregulatory actions known to be mediated by segmental pathways. Formerly it was believed that improved load compensation and adaptive responsiveness might be added, but it now seems clear that these features result from reaction-time responses rather than from the servoregulatory actions of the stretch reflex.
CONCLUSIONS
Stretch and unloading reflexes are controlled by the combined actions of several autogenetic reflex pathways, which are part of a negative feedback system referred to as the motor servo. This fundamental skeletomotor reflex system is organized segmentally within the spinal cord; recent claims that the segmental system is dominated by supraspinal servo loops are found to be weak when evaluated critically.
The older view that this system functions to regulate muscle length and to provide load compensation is not supported by recent experimental studies, nor does it have a sound theoretical basis. Length feedback from muscle spindles when combined with force feedback from tendon organs should give rise to stiffness regulation, and experimental studies have demonstrated that motoservo actions are, in fact, effective in compensating for known variations in the inherent mechanical stiffness of skeletal muscle.
Descending motor commands could act to shift the threshold length of the motor servo (i.e. the threshold of the stretch reflex), and they could act also to modify the stiffness regulated by length and force feedback (an adaptive type of control that requires a change in gain of the feedback pathways). Current experimental evidence clearly supports the former action, while there is no good evidence that the latter mode of control is actually used by normal intact subjects. However, gain changes probably do occur in pathology.
These results provide an answer to the often-posed question concerning which mechanical variable, muscle length or force, or some derivative of these variables, is actually controlled by descending motor commands. 
